Dear Mr Clark,
During 2017, myself and my team patented [globally] the world's first infinite battery technology and since then,
we have worked to get it to be able to run on an industrial scale. It can now supply clean, safe, infinite atomic
energy to small microelectronic consumables as well as to entire buildings and, this in-turn means that fuel
poverty could be completely wiped-out for the entire nation and, that UK CO2 emissions [some of it now due to
fracking processes] could drop substantially. Geocircuitry would therefore also dramatically increase the UK's
energy independence [and therefore its political strength globally].
Regarding military and scientific research vehicles etc; Geocircuits themselves are non-incendiary [they do not
heat-up and can not explode, or even melt] and, they are also EMP-proof. They operate OPTIMALLY anywhere
between -55 to +150° C [as opposed to dangerous lithium ion EV batteries that run optimally only at 43° C] and,
they can also run the entire life support systems of space crafts. This would mean that in emergencies, stranded
astronauts would have an infinite supply of energy because unit for unit, Geocircuitry is more powerful than solar
and Geocircuitry is also the only energy technology on this planet that does NOT depend upon an external
source [such as the sun or the wind] to feed it.
Regarding waste; Unlike ALL current energy processes, Geocircuits do NOT emit any waste and, they are safe
enough to be recycled along with domestic rubbish.
In addition, the UK could also [with the government's assistance] very rapidly become the worlds largest
manufacturer and exporter of EVs [we are also currently pitching to other governments] that never need
recharging and, the benefits towards the UK economy as well as towards the environment should be obvious [it's
a brilliant post-Brexit plan that could rapidly employ hundreds of thousands of people around the UK].
Please note that we are also happy to waive the patent license fee to the UK government so as to save UK
taxpayers even more money [which in-turn would be great PR for the government].
Please see the attachments; The patent details the full scientific and legal definitions as well as technical line
drawings [our new HD video is currently in production and will be available soon].
To summarise; By working with us, you will be in position to offer free, clean, safe, UN-METERED atomic
electricity to the whole of the UK and as such, we invite you to consider working with our technology ASAP [the
state of this planet's natural environment demands that we deploy our technology immediately, and globally].
If possible, I was simply hoping to demonstrate our technology to you in person as soon as possible, while
explaining more about the benefits and about our architecture that would enable for a decentralised energy grid
[great regarding defence] so that you could explore it all, and ask any questions.
Thanks very much for your consideration,
Yours,
Alex Romane
PA.central@msn.com

Attachments included in this email:

